
Bayes Esports partnership press release

DATA.BET recently announced a license agreement with data
provider Bayes Esports.

As part of the deal, DATA.BET will make use of official live data provided by Bayes Esports,
which will be an important part of the development of the product that the company offers to
its esports betting partners.

In particular, thanks to the cooperation with Bayes, the company got the ability to use official
CS:GO live data of tournaments from organizers like ESL, DreamHack, and BLAST Premier,
As a result, DATA.BET will be able to offer their partners a market-leading solution in the
esports betting industry - the Esports Data Feed - with an expanded number of covered
events and improved data accuracy at all levels.

“The partnership will strengthen the company's position in the market and give us a
cutting-edge opportunity to make our innovative product stand up even more. We strive to do
our best to provide our partners with 24-hour access to content and simplify the
management of the betting process, which results in a first-class betting game,” - said Alex
Kozachenko, Chief Product Officer of the company.

Amir Mirzaee, CCO and Managing Director of Bayes Esports Solutions, commented on the
partnership: "For betting operators to be able to fully unlock the potential of esports betting,
they need to approach their services from a different angle than they are used to from
traditional sports betting. The markets and the content they need to be able to offer for their
esports betting services to be successful need innovative solutions based on official live data
to function effectively. We are looking forward to DATA.BET joining our partnership network,
supporting their solutions, and cooperating together to make a lasting impact on the
development of esports betting."

About DATA.BET
DATA.BET is a tech-savvy esports data provider. The team’s passion for esports has
turned into innovative AI-based technology solutions that result in the industry’s most
advanced betting experience available.

The company offers its clients the ultimate esports betting package: live score
feed, odds feed, and risk management.

Thanks to the unique combination of the expertise of their traders and automation
based on data and AI, DATA.BET provides the highest-quality and most
comprehensive product - a single entry point to esports betting including a wide
range of events, markets, and favorite esports disciplines.

About Bayes Esports
Bayes Esports is the world’s leading esports data supplier. We have built an
unmatched, diverse ecosystem of 450+ data consumers, covering all relevant use



cases from media, service providers, and analytic companies to betting operators
and community partners.
With BEDEX, our global, best-in-class data platform, we provide the fastest, most
reliable and most accurate esports data on the market, powering top-tier clients from
Google to bet365 with more than 10.000 live matches per year.
Thanks to exclusive partnerships with ESL Gaming, BLAST Premier, and Riot
Games for LoL Esports, we are exclusively providing content impacting 80% of
official live esports betting turnover.


